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Corporation work
BlackBerry Enterprise Solution
Confusing segmentation
Ordinary Play
BlackBerry teenagers
Confusing segmentation
“There's an internal war going on around 
the marketing message.
Even the guys at the top don't agree.”
The Wall Street Journal, (2011)
Research question
How RIM decide and choose who will be their 
right customers for BlackBerry service?
who?
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1.BlackBerry application       
   questionnaire: in store
(reward: BlackBerry free credit)
2.BlackBerry focus group
(in-depth consumer characteristics)
3.BlackBerry App World
(application category usage,
  cost, download statistic)
Supporting theories
1. consumer segmentation
- market segmentation
- target marketing
- brand positioning
2. consumer behaviour
3. user experience design
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Research approach
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Research design
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